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ABSTRACT 
The summary of a literature survey of Direct Side Force 
control systems is presented and a system 1s designed for the 
NASA/Rockwell H1MAT Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle. 
The emphasis of the survey is on defining a set of general 
design criteria. Once this is complete, the results are dis- 
cussed and recommendations are made concerning a Direct Side 
Force system for the HiMAT aircraft. Three modes of operation 
are defined. The'Wings Level Turn' (WLT) mode allows direct 
lateral acceleration control of the vehicle without generating 
any sideslip angle. Ideally, this yields a flat turn with no 
rolling moment and with wings horizontal. The 'Lateral Trans- 
lation" (LT) mode changes the flight path of the vehicle without 
changing the heading. In this mode, lateral velocity becomes 
the controlled motion. The last mode, called 'Fuselage 
Pointing' (FP), is similar to Lateral Translation, except 
that the heading of the vehicle is controlled without altering 
the flight path. Again, as with the other modes, this is 
accomplished without inducing any rolling moment and with 
wings horizontal. Sideslip angle is commanded. 
Only the WLT and FP modes are recommended for the HiMAT 
vehicle, and the rudder pedals are the suggested form of 
cockpit control. Specified design criteria include that the 
system ideally be decoupled from the longitudinal axis and 
that the original handling qualities of the craft, while under 
the Primary Flight Control System (PFCS) not be degraded. 
Military dutch roll specifications are also considered. 
The side force system designed for HiMAT is an addition to 
the PFCS with no added feedback paths. It consists of open loop 
interconnect paths to the elevons, rudders, and canards which 
include compensating filters and gains. These are scheduled as 
needed on flight conditions and vary in complexity. An analysis 
is included to show the sensitivity of the interconnect gains 
to errors in the aerodynamic coefficients. The final system is 
pleasingly uncomplicated and yields satisfactory vehicle responses 
as generated by a linear simulation on a digital computer. No 
actual flight test has been made. The results predict maximum 
commanded responses of approximately 2.0 G's lateral acceleration 
in the WLT mode and approximately 6.0 degrees sideslip angle 1n 
the FP mode. 
> 2 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent interest has developed In new control modes for 
high performance aircraft. Three of these modes are related 
to a vehicle's lateral-directional capabilities and are referred 
to as direct side force control. 
The HiMAT RPRV (Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology 
Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle), which is being built by 
Rockwell International Corporation for NASA, is control - con- 
figured and has direct side force capabilities due to its 
unique design which includes closely coupled forward canards. 
No specific design criteria have been defined, however, since 
little research has been done in this area to date. 
The first part of this paper presents a brief survey of the 
research results available. The emphasis is placed on defining 
a set of design criteria for a direct side force control system 
and how it would apply to the HiMAT Program. 
The concluding sections use the results of the survey 1n 
developing a system design for the HiMAT vehicle. 
1. DSF MODES 
1.1 Definition 
There are three distinct DSF modes which have been recognized 
and studied, and which will be considered here. Specifically, 
they are the wings level turn mode (WLT), the lateral transla- 
tion mode (LT), and the fuselage pointing mode (FP), defined as 
fol1ows: 
WLT - Direct control of lateral acceleration with a minimum 
change in sideslip and roll angles 
LT - Direct control of lateral flight path and sideslip 
angle with a minimum change in yaw and roll angles 
FP - Direct control of yaw and sideslip angles with a mini- 
mum change in lateral flight path and roll angle 
Figure 1 [10]* presents these schematically. 
1.2 Mechanization 
The various DSF modes are mechanized through a simultaneous 
combination of inputs to one or more vehicle control surfaces, 
asymmetrical drag devices, or vectored thrust exhaust nozzles 
which impart the required aerodynamic forces. The most 
popular mechanization scheme has been the scheduling of rudder 
and canard surfaces to provide lateral motion, with aileron 
input to cancel any rolling tendency. This has been used 
♦Numbers in square brackets refer to references. 
X X 
^* 
-* 
WLT Mode — Directional flight path control- 
(minimum change in /9 and <p) 
fl 
-+ 
fi 
V 
-* -* 
FP Mode — Directional attitude control. 
(minimum change in fwl_ J and <^) 
/3 
V^4 
T 
v 
LT Mode — Lateral velocity control. 
(minimum change in r and</>) 
Figure 1. Direct Side Force Mode Definition 
successfully on the General Dynamics YF-16 CCV vehicle 
[9,10], and successfully simulated for an LTV F-8 [1]. The 
use of asymmetrical drag devices has been used on an Air Force 
variable stability T-33 airplane during one of the first flight 
test studies of DSF. The drag Force was provided by clam-shell 
type speed brakes located on modified wing-tip tanks [4]. 
1.3 Uses of DSF 
Many potential uses have been suggested and/or verified 
for the DSF control functions, all inherently related since 
they are aimed at improving the accuracy or ease of negotiating 
some precise flying task. The McDonnell Aircraft Company has 
determined that the use of both the WLT and LT modes greatly 
increase dive bombing accuracy [12]. Other tasks which may 
benefit from DSF include tracking, station keeping, and cross- 
wind landing. Also, by integrating any or all of the DSF 
functions with the primary flight control system, the overall 
handling qualities of a vehicle may be enhanced. 
2. PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED CRITERIA AND TEST RESULTS 
2.1 Handling Qualities, Sensitivity, and Authority 
General Dynamics, in contract with the Air Force Flight 
Dynamics Lab, has specified the three basic DSF modes for their 
YF-16 CCV flight test program [9,10]. The modes are designa- 
ted Ay, 3-j, and B2 which correspond to WLT, FP, and LT. Since 
one of the objectives of the program is DSF research, only 
basic guidelines have been specified. The most general guide- 
line, and considered the most important, is that the additional 
functions will not degrade the reliability of the basic YF-16 
flight control system, and that the augmented vehicle satisfy 
the requirements specified in the MIL-F-8785B document [14]. 
Other, more specific guidelines include a set of function de- 
finitions similar to those presented earlier, and an 'ideal' 
set of time responses, shown in Figures 2-4. These curves 
representthe best system obtainable from the YF-16 flight con- 
trol system as per references 9 & 10. Other quantities which 
have been considered in the system development are given in 
Figure 5. 
A joint Boeing/Navy investigation of DSF [1], utilizing 
both a moving and a fixed-base LTV F-8 simulation, yielded 
general criteria similar to that of the YF-16 CCV program. 
The simulation results were gathered for several different pilot- 
ing tasks including 1) crosswind landings, 2)inflight refuel- 
ing, 3) ground attack, and 4) weapons delivery. In all cases, 
a decoupled DSF system was utilized. An important result was 
that most pilots felt that a lateral acceleration range of .6 
to l.G's would be adequate for dive bombing and that this 
force would not adversely affect them. 
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12 
One of the first flight test studies of DSF was done 
by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory for the Air Force, utili- 
zing a modified variable stability T-33 airplane [4]. The pro- 
gram objectives included the study of two DSF functions designa- 
ted steady sideslip and steady yaw rate, corresponding to LT and 
WLT. As stated earlier, the mode mechanization was through rudder 
and asymmetrical drag device scheduling. The basic design criter- 
ia was qualitative, defining desired aircraft motion with the 
steady state specifications that <j> = p = 3 = r = r = 0 for the 
sideslip mode and <j> = p = $ = B = r = 0 for the steady yaw rate 
mode. Figure 6 shows these schematically. 
The major conclusions from the program were in the form of 
pilot comments and included the following: 
o In general, the system authority was too low. (The 
maximum lateral acceleration was .17 G, the maximum 
yaw rate was .5°/sec, and maximum steady state sideslip 
angle was 3.5°.) 
o The steady sideslip mode was not practical for controll- 
ing a lateral aim point during weapons delivery, but 
might be useful for station keeping, aerial refueling, 
or crosswind landing, 
o The DSF modes were found unsatisfactory when there was 
light dutch-roll damping, about 6 = .1; a damping ratio 
of 6 = .7 yielded very smooth operation. 
13 
At Steady State: 
<£=p./9-/3-r-0 
C  «=3 
Figure 6a. Response in the Steady Yaw Rate 
Configuration 
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Figure 6b.       Response in the Steady Sideslip 
Configuration 
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The most in-depth quantitative study that is available 
has been prepared by the McDonnell Aircraft Company CMCAIR) 
for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab [12]. The program invol- 
ves using a fixed-base simulation to study the effectiveness of 
three DSF modes applied to a dive bombing task. The functions 
evaluated were the WLT mode and two LT modes: one which commanded 
a sideslip angle, designated LT-P, and one which commanded a 
sideslip rate, designated LT-I. The following major results 
were obtained from pilot comments: 
o The WLT mode was considered the most effective for 
increasing bombing accuracy, 
o The LT-P and LT-I modes were considered better than 
a conventional mode, but were not as effective as 
WLT for dive bombing, and the majority of pilots 
preferred LT-P over LT-I. 
o Both of the LT modes were considered impractical for 
dive bombing when used with a fixed bomb sight. 
In addition, a set of design criteria goals were suggested 
not only for use during a dive bombing task, but for use in an 
overall design. It was determined that the high-order lateral 
acceleration transfer functions could be very closely modelled 
with a low-order system of the following form: 
15 
^Y_ = K     s + a 
6 S* + 26yo,yS + u,* 
Frequency response matching was chosen over the time domain 
because of the greater generality. The design goal recommended 
for all three modes was 
a = 1.8 
<V = 2-° 
with the level I flying quality limits of a £4.0 and 
6 >.3. An example of this frequency matching is shown in 
Figure 7. 
Sensitivity and authority design goals were also suggested: 
o For WLT and LT-I" modes, a design goal of 
169 N/lat G rudder gradient 
1.0 G's lateral accel. authority 
-with the level I flying quality limits of 
489.3 N/G maximum rudder gradient 
89 N/G minimum rudder gradient 
0.5 G's minimum lateral accel. authority 
16 
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o For the LT-P mode, a design goal of 
44.5 N/deg rudder gradient for 6 < 1.2 
31.1 N/deg rudder gradient for 6  > 1.2 
4.5 deg turn angle authority 
1.0 lateral acceleration authority (G's) 
-with the level I flying quality limits of 
75.6 N/deg maximum rudder gradient 
26.7 N/deg minimum rudder gradient for 6 < 1.2 
3 deg minimum turn angle authority 
0.5 G's minimum lateral acceleration authority 
It was also determined that an uncoupled system yielded 
the best characteristics, with the following level I flying 
qualities limits: 
o WLT sideslip coupling limits 
3/Ay > -2 deg/G 
no positive limit set 
o Longitudinal coupling limits 
AAZ/A =0.3 steady state for WLT 
AAZ/A =0.2 transient for WLT 
AA /B = .025 G's/deg, transient and steady state for 
z
   LT-P 
o Roll coupling limits 
no negative coupling 
p/r = 8, maximum 
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2.2 Cockpit Controllers 
The various types of cockpit controllers that have been 
considered for DSF control are: 
1. Lateral control stick 
2. Rudder pedals 
3. Stick mounted force button 
4. Brake pedals 
5. Stick mounted rotational thumb wheel 
6. Twist grip 
7. Throttle mounted button 
The twist grip, brake pedals, and rotational thumb wheel 
have been investigated only by the General Dynamics YF-16 
Program. The twist grip was quickly discarded as an option due 
to the relatively large amount of roll-axis cross-talk during 
inputs. The brake pedals were also considered unsatisfactory 
because of inadvertent rudder pedal input and awkward foot 
position. The rotational thumb wheel was considered easy to 
coordinate, but has not been flight tested because of its un- 
natural location on the grip. 
General Dynamics has also considered a stick mounted force 
button and conventional rudder pedals for DSF control. Both 
were deemed feasible and have been flight tested. The test 
pilots found the rudder pedals to be a natural input for all 
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three modes, but that 50% or less of full pedal movement should 
be used for maximum DSF input to prevent fatigue. The force 
button was found to have the disadvantage of a slight amount 
of roll-axis cross-talk, but was dual-axis, allowing DSF and 
longitudinal direct lift control simultaneously. 
The Boeing study employed a conventional lateral control 
stick, conventional rudder pedals, and a throttle-mounted button 
for DSF control, but each method was used for a different 
mode, with no apparent comparisons made to determine a best mech- 
anization. Pilot comments were favorable for all three modes. 
The research program utilizing the variable stability T-33 
[4] made comparisons between the conventional lateral stick, 
conventional rudder pedals and a non-centering stick-mounted 
button for DSF input. The lateral stick control was found to 
be wery  natural and easy to coordinate, but was disregarded 
since roll control was disabled while in a DSF mode. The thumb 
controller concept appeared feasible, but the type employed 
was awkward and confusing to the pilots since the button was 
not self-centering and did not have any noticeable artificial 
feel system. The rudder pedal control was the most natural and 
promising, but as in the General Dynamics study, it was recommen- 
ded that full rudder pedal deflection not be used for full DSF 
input. 
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The study by the McDonnell Aircraft Company included both 
the rudder pedals and a stick-mounted force button for DSF 
control [12]. While performing only side force inputs, the 
pilots thought both controllers acceptable. The rudder pedals 
were chosen as most desirable, however, since operating the 
thumb button and bomb button simultaneously was extremely 
difficult during a dive bombing task. 
A summary of the candidate cockpit controllers is given in 
Figure 8, including brief conclusions about each. 
3. HiMAT VEHICLE [16,17] 
3.1 -19 Configuration 
The final design configuration for the HiMAT RPV has been 
designated the -19 and is shown in Figures 9 and 10. Its 
proposed operating envelope is shown in Figure 11. 
The DSF mechanization is to be by scheduled asymmetrical 
inputs to the elevons, rudders, and canard surfaces. The 
elevons are the control surfaces on the trailing edge of the 
wing, next to and outboard of the rudder booms. The HiMAT 
vehicle also has ailerons which are not considered to be necess- 
ary for DSF control. As will be verified later, the amount of 
deflection of either the elevons or ailerons will be small so 
that the use of both is not warranted. Maximum specified de- 
flections for the involved surfaces are as follows: 
21 
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Elevons  +30°, -20° 
Rudders  + 10° 
Canards  + 20° 
3.2. Primary Flight Control System 
The basic flight control system as specified by Rock- 
well International at the time of this report is shown schema- 
tically in Figure 12. The gains are scheduled as per reference 
[17] and are subject to change. 
4.  DESIGN CRITERIA COMPARISON AND RECOMMENDATION 
4.1 General 
Throughout the design of a DSF system for the HiMAT 
vehicle, some conceptually basic constraints should be kept in 
mind. The vehicle will have a side force capability because of 
its design, but this was not a high priority objective during the 
early stages of the program. With this understood, it becomes 
apparent that the system under consideration will be an add-on 
to the basic flight control network. More explicitly, the DSF 
system should not change the general structure, or in any way 
degrade the overall quality of the primary system. 
4.2. Vehicle Dynamics 
4.2.1   Mode. Vzfajution 
In order to obtain the most information from a DSF pro- 
gram, the HiMAT vehicle should be capable of all three modes — 
wings level turn, fuselage pointing, and lateral translation. 
Consistent with previous programs, the WLT function should 
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command a proportional lateral acceleration with a minimum 
change in both sideslip and roll angles; the FP function should 
proportionally control yaw attitude and sideslip angle, with 
a minimum change in the lateral flight path and roll angles; 
and the LT mode should command a proportional change in flight 
path and sideslip angle, with a minimum change in yaw attitude 
and roll angle. The proportional LT mode has been chosen 
instead of the integral mode to allow for more rapid lateral 
changes without a requirement for 'integrating back' to stop 
lateral movement. It should be noted that FP and LT modes re- 
quire equal, but opposite, steady state control surface input, 
the only major difference arising during the transient period. 
A normalized set of step input time histories can also be 
used to define the DSF mode characteristics*. These are presented 
in Figures 13-15 and are similar to those used by General Dy- 
namics [9, 10], with minor changes to the A responses since 
lateral acceleration of the HiMAT vehicle will be measured at the 
C.G. rather than at the pilot station. These curves are to be 
■ '/ 
used as guidelines rather than as precise definitions. 
4.2.2   QtiantctcutLvz Quite/Up. 
Initial considerations should be given to the dutch roll 
requirements of MIL-F-8785B (military specifications) for class 
IV aircraft operating in a category A, level I flight environ- 
ment. Figure 16 summarizes these limits in graphical form. 
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Secondly, the reports cited earlier have concluded that a 
completely uncoupled DSF system yields the best overall handling 
qualities, and level I flying quality limits have been recommen- 
ded by the McDonnell Aircraft Company [12] for non-Ideal systems. 
These limits are: 
o WLT sideslip coupling limits 
AA >_ -2 deg/G 
no positive limit set 
o Longitudinal coupling limits 
AAZ/A =0.3 steady state for WLT 
AAZ/A =0.2 transient for WLT 
AA /B = .025 G's/deg, transient and 
steady state for LT-P 
o Roll coupling limits 
0 < p/r < 8. 
Finally, again on recommendation from the McDonnell Air- 
craft Company report [12], a low-order frequency response 
model would be specified, to be a design goal for the higher- 
order responses. For the WLT mode, the model applies to the 
lateral acceleration response and has the form 
^L   = K    s + a 
6
    
sZ
 
+
 
26ywys + wy 
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where 
a = 1.8 
«y ■ 1-6 
wy - 2.0 
with the design limits that a < 4.0 and 6 < 0.3. 
For the FP and LT modes, the model applies to the sideslip 
response rather than lateral acceleration, but still retains 
the same form, design values, and design limits. The sideslip 
angle response is used for these modes since that is what is 
commanded, rather than lateral acceleration which has a zero 
steady state value. Figure 17 shows this frequency response 
model. 
4.3. Cockpit Controllers 
Based on the literature survey, the method of cockpit con- 
trol for all three DSF functions should be the rudder pedals. 
The main arguments for this choice are as follows: 
o Except during slow flight maneuvers such as 
takeoff and landing, piloting of class IV 
aircraft can be accomplished without rudder 
control, leaving the pedals free, 
o Most test pilots have found pedal control very 
natural and easy to coordinate. 
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o Rudder pedal control seems to be insensitive 
to external forces, resulting in a less demanding 
piloting task. 
The stick-mounted force button, which was the other candidate 
for a controller, was not selected due to the added work load 
on the pilot's right hand. Also, the force button would re- 
place the trim button which would have to be relocated, adding 
to pilot confusion. 
Finally, a three position switch should be included 1n the 
cockpit to allow DSF mode selection. 
4.4 Sensitivity and Authority 
The sensitivity and authority of the DSF control system 
should be as follows: 
o For WLT mode, a design goal of 
155.7 N/lateral G rudder gradient 
1.0 G*s lateral acceleration authority 
-with the level I flying quality limits of 
89
- 1 XR 1 444-8 N/G rudder gradient 
0.25 G's minimum lateral acceleration authority 
o For LT mode, a design goal of 
35.6 N/deg rudder gradient 
4.5 deg turn angle authority 
1.0 lateral acceleration authority 
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-with the level I flying quality limits of 
22.24 <_ XR < 66.72 N/deg rudder gradient 
3 deg minimum turn angle authority 
0.25 G's minimu\n lateral acceleration authority 
o    For FP mode, a design goal of 
35.6 N/deg rudder gradient 
4.5 deg sideslip angle authority 
-with the level I flying quality limits of 
22.24 <_ XR <_ 66.72 N/deg rudder gradient 
3 deg minimum sideslip angle authority 
The maximum lateral acceleration authority may be in- 
creased for HiMAT within physical limitations (such as load 
factors) since pilot comfort will not be a factor. 
4.5. Special Note on LT Mode 
The lateral translation mode will not be considered 
in the following Direct Side Force system design for the HiMAT 
vehicle. The reasons for this are two-fold. All of the studies 
previously mentioned concentrated mainly on the mechanization, 
system response, and/or pilot reactions to direct side force. 
They did not consider to any great deal the practical uses of 
the specific modes. 
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This author feels that of the three possible choices, 
the lateral translation mode will be the least useful. This 
stems from the realization that while in LT there is no possi- 
bility for a commanded change of heading. This would be a 
great disadvantage if the vehicle were to encounter a wind shear 
which would generate a yawing moment while in a landing or re- 
fueling maneuver. 
Secondly, initial calculations showed that a more compll- „ 
cated control system is necessary for the LT mode than for 
either WLT or FP. It must be pointed out that the LT and FP 
modes are very similar to each other, differing only in the 
transient portion of the maneuver. In lateral translation, the 
beginning transient yields a net non-zero lateral acceleration 
to the vehicle, imparting a velocity in the Y direction. The 
fuselage pointing transient ideally creates no acceleration in the 
lateral direction so that the flight path is not altered. The 
steady state portions of the two modes are identical with only 
a change in direction of the sideslip angle. 
Under the initial study, two methods had been considered 
for generating lateral velocities with no heading change. The 
first was to utilize the WLT mode while simultaneously employ- 
ing a heading hold autopilot function. There would be a possi- 
bility, however, that these combined systems might negate one 
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another creating very little motion at all. The other method 
was to alter the fuselage pointing system so that a finite lateral 
acceleration would indeed be given to the vehicle. This 
promised to create more complicated filtering and/or feedback 
systems than the usefulness of the mode warranted. 
Since the following Direct Side Force system design will 
consider only the WLT and FP modes, it will need only a two 
position switch in the cockpit. 
5. DIRECT SIDE FORCE SYSTEM DYNAMICS 
For reasons which are readily apparent, the study of the 
system dynamics is divided into two sections: 1) steady state, 
and 2) transient response. The steady state work is relatively 
straightforward, compared to the transients, so this will be 
considered first. 
5.1 Steady State 
5.1.1    InteAxionmdt Gain CaZcuZation 
Given the fixed physical configuration and the accompany- 
ing aerodynamic data of the HiMAT vehicle, there can only be 
certain relative combinations of control surface deflections 
which yield the desired steady state flight characteristics 
for a given DSF mode. These control surface deflections are 
expressed as interconnect gains and their approximation may be 
calculated by imposing the correct assumptions for the desired 
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steady state conditions on the small-perturbation aircraft 
equations of motion. As previously stated, the DSF mechanization 
will be through asymmetric canards, rudder, and elevon usage. 
The general, linearized, small-perturbation, 3 DOF lateral- 
directional equations are: 
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For any wings-level, steady-state, DSF mode, we can im- 
pose the following assumptions: 
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V = constant 
<j> = 0 
4 = 0 
a = 0 
4» = 0 
<j> = 0 
i = o 
The equations thus reduce to: 
0 
'3 
N_ N. 
r  "B 
V1 V6 Y    Y 6'   61 
6
 C 
It should be noted  that there are now only three 
equations rather than the original four, since the $ equation 
became trivial and was dropped. 
5.1.1.1   Wing* LZVQZ  TU/tn Modz 
During steady state in the WLT mode, there are also the 
conditions that 
B = 0 
and 
* = g -JU constant. 
When these are applied, the equations are further simplified 
to yield finally: 
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This nay now be solved for the interconnect ratios 6'/<5' and v c 
6/6', and also for the control authority ratio A /6'.    The 
R c y    t 
solution becomes 
>R . F/D - C/A 
B/A - E/D 
v = 1  (B    R + C) 
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«; 
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r •   r 
This solution was programmed on a CDC Cyber 70 Digital 
Computer and solved to obtain values at points throughout the 
entire HiMAT flight envelope. The input'data was read from a 
magnetic tape supplied to NASA, Dryden FRC by R. I. per refer- 
ence [17]. 
Some of the results that were deemed most useful have been 
plotted versus Mach number, angle of attack, and altitude in 
Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21. Notice the extreme nonlinearlty 
around the Mach 1 flight regime. The values for both the 
KJK and <5D/6' ratios vary very little with altitude. Thus, V  C       K  C 
the values for an altitude of 9,144 m. (30,000 ft.) have been 
chosen as a mean for control system calculations throughout 
the flight envelope. 
It can be seen from the graphs that the canard surfaces 
will attain the greatest deflections, while the rudder and ele- 
vons will be used mostly for trimming the vehicle to the desired 
steady state attitude. Because of this, the A /6' ratio yields 
the maximum system authority given the maximum allowable canard 
surface deflection. For example, at mach .8 and 9,144.m. alti- 
tude and at an angle of attack of 0°, given a maximum differential 
canard deflection of 40°, the H1MAT vehicle will be capable of 
- 0.3 G's lateral acceleration. 
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Figure 21. WLT Mode: Lateral Acceleration to Canard 
Ratio vs. Altitude 
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5.7./.2 Fg&eggge Pointing Mode 
During the FP mode, in addition to the conditions stated 1n 
Section 5.1.1, we also have the steady state conditions that 
Ay = 0 
and 
* = 0, 
reducing the equations of motion to 
0 rvi °v \ \] S'y 
0 = 
% B + N6V x % sc 
0 LvJ V V \ % SR 
These are now solved for the interconnect ratios ty&l and 
<5R/<$c and also for the system authority ratio B/6' yielding 
where 
UR _ 
B/A 
- C/A 
- E/D 
6' 
v _ 
6c" 
1 
" A c 
+ c) 
B  _ 
6c" 
1 
^6V 
6' 
6R 
+
 V > 
N*. 
A = 
"B N B 
£B       N6 R =  B. _ —EL 
h    NB 
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n = _Y_ . Jv 
£ Y 
*B  "   Y3 
*«;   Y6; p     c     c 
As with the WLT mode, these solutions were programmed on a 
digital computer and solved for values representing the entire 
HiMAT flight envelope. 
The most meaningful results have been plotted versus Mach 
number, altitude, and angle of attack, and are shown in Figures 
22-25.    Extreme nonlinearity 1s again seen around Mach 1, as was 
the case for the WLT mode. The canard surfaces attain the 
largest deflections, thus being the limiting factor 1n FP author- 
ity.    Given a maximum differential canard surface deflection, 
at Mach .8, 9,144 meters altitude, and 0° angle of attack, the 
HiMAT vehicle will be capable of approximately 3.7° steady state 
sideslip angle (see Figure 24).    A simplified sketch of the 
fuselage pointing response is shown in Figure 26. 
5.7.2   Sen&£tLv<cty hwJbstib 
Given a function T(k), the sensitivity function S™' 1s 
defined as the change in T(h) due to a change 1n k. 
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Mathematically, we have 
~T(k) _ a&nT(k) . T(h)/T(k) _T(k)     k 
bh       ~ 3 in(k) h/k k    TTfiT * 
The approximate value of the sensitivity function may be 
evaluated for a given percent change 1n k by finding the cor- 
responding percent change to T(k) and taking the ratio (I.e. 
S     %Ak '• In many cases tnis is ade°.uate and mav» *n fact, 
be beneficial for highly nonlinear functions with parameters 
subject to larger error. The approximation also has the advan- 
tage of being easier to calculate, avoiding the necessity of 
evaluating the derivatives of the function. 
The study of the sensitivity of the above interconnect 
gains to errors in the aerodynamic parameters used in their cal- 
culation is an important matter since unacceptably uncoordinated 
flight maneuvers may result from parameters that have been 
approximated or not precisely calculated. The approximate sen- 
sitivity functions based on a 10% change in the aerodynamic 
derivatives were calculated for both the WLT and FP modes. The 
tabulated results are shown in Figures 27-30. Note that 
S(T(k);k) = sj(h). 
The figures show that for the WLT mode the fi'Vfi' Inter- 
connect ratio 1s moderately sensitive to changes C^ ,t  C^ , 
Cfc , CM , and CM .with absolute sensitivity values being 
°R   6c      6R 
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» around 1.5. The most active values appear to be S(6J/6" 
C
*6RJ» S(6v/6c; %J*  and S(6vV6c; CN6 ) Wh1ch take 0n rela" 
tively high absolute values (> 2.) at low Mach numbers and high 
angles of attack. 
The 6D/8'  interconnect ratio for WLT is moderately sensitive K  C 
to only CM     and CM    , with absolute values remaining fairly con- 
°c 6R 
stant (~ 1.0) with flight condition. 
The interconnect ratios for the FP mode are more sensitive 
to changes in the aero parameters than for the WLT mode.    The 
fiR^fic ratl° is a9ain mostly dependent upon CM^ and CM*, with 
absolute values of sensitivity around 1.0. The <$^/<5' ratio 
is seen to be highly sensitive, especially to changes in C^., 
P 
cl&->  c£x > cN*-> CM , Cy , Cy.^, and Cyg , with absolute values 
c   K   c   OR   3   c 
reaching 6 or 7. Worthy of note are the values due to C$g, CM,-, 
and Cyg which take on large values at low Mach numbers and 
negative angles of attack. 
5.1.3   Control System 
The primary lateral-directional control system for H1MAT, 
as developed by Rockwell International, is shown in Figure 12. 
The parts of the system pertinent to DSF have been isolated 
and are shown in Figure 31. In order to maintain the original 
dynamics, the signals for the new modes will enter the system, 
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in the case of the elevons and rudders, just ahead of the three 
feedback paths. The third and most Important signal will be 
through a direct open loop path to the differential canard sur- 
faces.* The possibility of using feedback to the canards was 
studied, but it was not found advantageous, and the overall 
general handling qualities would have been altered by Its Inclu- 
sion. 
The forward loop gains for the DSF system (KV, KC, and KR) 
are based on the computed interconnect ratios and on any non- 
zero feedback which may be present. These differ depending upon 
the mode desired. 
5.7.3.7 WLT Mode 
Since the canard signal is dominant for any DSF mode, and 
since there is no feedback path, the value of KCy,T is constant 
and may be chosen arbitrarily, to be adjusted later by a cockpit 
controller gain so that a maximum command Input yields the maxi- 
mum allowable differential canard surface deflection. The value 
of KCyjj. is chosen as unity. 
During the steady state, roll rate should be zero, so there 
1s no contribution to the elevon signal from feedback. Thus, 
* 
The servo/actuators for the canard surfaces have been modelled 
similar to those for the elevons and rudders. 
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the value of KVW,T is just the interconnect ratio, 6y/6£, cal- 
culated for WLT, based on a unity canard signal. 
The calculation of KKnj is more complex, since there are 
steady state feedback signals to the rudder which are not zero. 
The yaw rate signal may be ignored, even though there 1s a 
finite yaw rate, since a wash-out has been included 1n the loop. 
The rest of the directional control system must be considered 
and is redrawn in a simplified fashion 1n Figure 32. 
The feedback loop integrator has been replaced by a constant 
input, since at steady state the limiter will be in effect and 
will be producing a constant value. Solving for the input to 
the rudder servo/actuator yields 
x - (KR^Jr + L ♦ H^ , 
where r is the input, Ay is the resulting lateral acceleration, 
H is the feedback gain, and L is the limiter-produced constant. 
Since Kft-.y is being solved to satisfy the previously calculated 
interconnect ratios; for an input, r, we want x - r &R/&1 and 
Ay = r Ay/6^. Thus, 
(K^LT)r=r^-L-rH^ 
KRl    = fa - k . „ ^ KWLT  6^  r  M <r  • 
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The value of KRyij 1s seen to be not only a function of 
the system gains and the Interconnect ratios, but also of the 
Input, due to the constant L generated by limiting the feedback 
Integrator. After many computer simulations during the design 
stages of the WLT mode, It was found that the feedback loop 
Integrator was not critical to system performance, and that Its 
ommisslon would not be detrimental. Therefore, 1n order to 
keep the scheduling of KRyij simple, the Integrator 1s disabled 
while in the WIT mode. Thus,we obtain 
6R   \ KRWLT = 6l ' H fit ' c    c 
which is now only a function of the; interconnect ratios and the 
primary system gains. The value of 'H' is 
H = (K. (K(hp))(K(o) + 1), ny > 
which is taken from the Rockwell System. 
Calculations for KRyLj were carried out for many flight 
conditions on a hand calculator and are shown plotted in Figure 
33. 
5.7.3.2 FP Mode. 
By definition, the ideal steady state during the FP mode 
is characterized by zero roll rate, zero yaw rate, and zero 
lateral acceleration. These feedback paths, therefore, do not 
influence the value of the forward gains KV™ and ICR™. If, as 
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with the WLT mode, the value of KCpp 1s chosen as unity, then 
KVpp and KRpp are simply the interconnect ratios scheduled on 
Mach number and angle of attack. Since the canard surfaces 
attain greater steady state deflections than do either the 
elevons or rudders, a command input gain will later be set so 
that maximum control input results in maximum canard movement. 
5.2 Transient Response* 
The block diagram of Figure 34 shows the three Inputs of 
Figure 31 connected into one, and includes the filters necessary 
to tailor final response. 
These filter blocks (GDSF» GVDSF, GCDSF, GRDSF) remain to 
be determined. For clarity, GDSF will be referred to as the 
input filter, whereas GVDSp, GCDSF, and GRDSp are the branch 
filters. 
The main design criteria for the transient response, as 
stated earlier, is taken from a report by the McDonnell Aircraft 
Company, and is in the form of a normalized frequency response 
[12]. The curve is shown in Figure 35 and applies to the 
lateral acceleration response for the WLT mode, and to the 
?  
The transient response analysis was done using s-plane tech- 
niques with much use of the "CONTROL" computer program devel- 
oped at the NASA, Dryden Flight Research Center [6J. 
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sideslip angle response for both the FP and LT modes. The 
other criteria decided upon Include the military specifications 
on Dutch roll [14] and the Ideal time responses qualitatively 
defining a "best" system. 
The system will be designed so that the branch filters are 
primary in minimizing those vehicle responses which ideally 
should remain unchanged throughout a given commanded OSF 
maneuver. The input filter will then be used to tailor the 
sideslip or lateral acceleration response, whichever is appli- 
cable, to match the ideal as closely as possible. 
5.2.1 Branch Filtering 
Initial computer simulations of the systems of Figure 34 
with GV = GC = GR = G = 1 give an overall feel for how much and 
what type of filtering might be necessary. This has been done 
for both the WLT and FP modes for various representative flight 
conditions. 
5.2.7.7 WLT Mode. 
Figure 36 shows the log magnitude curves for the WLT mode 
at a flight condition of Mach = .8, altitude = 9144 m, and angle 
of attack = 2°. These curves appear to be a fairly good repre- 
sentation for the entire flight envelope based on a series of 
system simulations for varying flight conditions. 
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The units for the plotted output responses are: 
Ay: g's 
p: rad/sec 
r: rad/sec 
B: rad , 
and it can be seen from the graph that the roll rate, yaw rate, 
and sideslip angle responses are quite small relative to the 
lateral acceleration response. Thus, it seems that no branch 
filtering is necessary for the WLT mode yielding GV = GC = GR = 1 
in Figure 34. This conclusion is further supported later 1n 
this report by time response simulations. 
5.2.1.2    V? Mode 
The frequency response log magnitude curves for the fuselage 
pointing mode at a flight condition of Mach = .8, altitude = 
9,144 m, and angle of attack = 2° are shown in Figure 37. Based 
on a series of computer simulations over a broad range of flight 
conditions, these curves appear to be a good overall representa- 
tion of the entire flight envelope. 
The graph shows similarity of curve shapes throughout the 
given frequency range with the exception of a fairly "flat" 
3/Xpp response below 3 rad/sec. This suggests using an Input 
filter rather than branch filtering to minimize the responses 
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of roll rate, yaw rate, and lateral acceleration. A glance at 
Figure 35 shows that tailoring the sideslip response to this 
model should markedly reduce the peak values of the other out- 
puts to acceptable levels. 
5.2.2 Input Filtering 
As defined earlier, the input filter 1s shown as "Gpep" In 
Figure 34 and will be used primarily to tailor the commanded 
output response to the nominal frequency response model of Fig- 
ure 35. The other outputs will be altered similarly, but this 
should not be a detrimental effect. In fact, the FP mode 
should benefit from this with decreased roll rate and lateral 
acceleration, as mentioned above. 
5.2.2./ WLT Mode 
The magnitude plot of the lateral acceleration frequency 
response without filtering is shown in Figures 38-40 for three 
different flight conditions. The model envelope from Figure 35 
has been included to show the tailoring necessary to bring the 
curve within the design limitations. All three unflltered 
responses remain relatively "flat" through 20 rad/sec where they 
dip downward to a slope of 20 db/decade with a comer frequency 
around 30 rad/sec. This suggests that a constant function can 
be utilized and the scheduling based on flight condition 1s not 
needed. 
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Simple lag-lead compensation appears to be the only fil- 
tering necessary, and a few trial calculations with the cor- 
responding frequency plots show that the comer frequencies 
should be at 2 rad/sec and 30 rad/sec. The lag function 
2/(s + 2) matches the corner of the response model and produces 
the desired shape through the middle frequency range. The 
lead portion with a zero at 30 rad/sec controls the tail-off 1n 
the higher frequencies so that the curve is fully contained In 
the envelope. The input filter for the WLT mode becomes 
r  _ .033 s+1 
VT " .5 s+1 
and is applicable throughout the HiMAT flight envelope. The 
filtered lateral acceleration responses are included 1n Figures 
38-40 along with the unfiltered curves. 
5.2.2.2 FP Mode 
The magnitude frequency response curve for the sideslip 
response without input filtering is shown for three flight con- 
ditions in Figures 41-43. The envelope for the frequency 
response model has been superimposed on them. 
Unlike the unfiltered curves Jor the WIT mode lateral accel- 
eration response, the FP mode beta curves through the flight 
envelope do not share the same relative shape or corner fre- 
quencies. Instead, the curves tend to drop at 40 db per decade 
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at corner frequencies which vary nearly exponentially with Mach 
number. This suggests a second-order lag-lead compensating fil- 
ter with the numerator scheduled on Mach number. Some simple 
response comparison and superposition yields the following filter: 
s2 + .8u>pp s + Wpp2 
FP
   s2 + 2.4 s + 4. 
The value of 'Wp" is obtained by plotting the values of the 
unfiltered sideslip response corner frequencies throughout the 
vehicle's Mach range and is shown in Figure 44. The second- 
order denominator is used to obtain a "model" corner frequency 
at 2 rad/sec with a damping ratio of 0.6. The filter's second- 
order numerator is used to eliminate the corner of the original 
response utilizing a 0.4 damping ratio. 
The filtered sideslip responses are shown with the unfil- 
tered responses and the model envelope in Figures 41-43. The 
overall shape is now independent of Mach number, but It-must 
be noted that the slope of the high end response 1s -40 decibels 
per decade rather than the ideal -20 db/decade, and the curves 
depart below the model near 6 rad/sec.  This can be rectified 
by using a first-order lead-lag of the form (.5 s+l)/(.025 s+1), 
but this may not be advantageous. Figures 45-47 show the roll 
80 
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rate responses with and without the second-order filter. Above 
Mach = .4 the filtered responses show a marked decrease in the 
maximum value over the unflltered version. This Is a desired 
result,as was mentioned in Section 5.2.1.2. If the additional 
first-order lead-lag filter is used, the sideslip response will 
conform to the model, but the roll rate and other responses 
which should be minimized will have greatly Increased maximum 
values in the higher frequencies. For this reason,1t would be 
justified to allow departure from the frequency model at the 
bottom of the envelope. This change will cause a decreased 
sideslip response above the area around 6 rad/sec, and 1s not 
likely to noticeably degrade the handling qualities. This 
decision also allows use of the simpler design. 
5.3 Final Details 
The block diagram of Figure 48 depicts the completed direct 
side force control system. Only the primary control gain, Kncp» 
remains to be determined. The 30° Hmiter block Included 1s 
used to prevent the DSF system from saturating any of the con- 
trol surfaces, leaving some motion left for primary flight con- 
trol. 
Note that the rudder trim system from the original Rockwell 
flight control system is retained in the direct side force mode. 
This allows for any system 'balancing' that may be necessary 
without the need for constant rudder pedal pressure. 
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5.3.1 Control System Gain 
With the limiter, the maxima possible input to the DSF 
system creates a 30° differential of the canard surfaces. From 
the Rockwell PFCS, the maximum rudder pedal movement is 8.89 cm 
and it is recommended in Section 4.3 that only half the available 
pedal be utilized for full DSF input. Thus, the values of ICj^ 
should be 6.75°/cm. Thrfs will be valid for all DSF modes. 
.-
v
 ■■■''  
5.3.2 Verification and Criteria Check 
The response computer simulations were run for both DSF 
modes for many representative flight conditions. The results 
from two of these are plotted in Figures 49 and 50 for mach*. 
.8, ALT = 9,144 m and a = 2°. The input to the system was a 
step, simulating maximum pedal movement. The wings level turn 
response curves appear very close to ideal with the exception 
of the bank angle plot which has a slope of approximately .5 
degrees per second. This is not as degrading as suggested, 
however, since pilot reflex would unknowingly counteract this 
effect. It must be noted that the lateral acceleration response 
is an extremely clean exponential with no overshoot with 
an acceptable rise time. 
The fuselage pointing responses are shown in Figure 50. 
Except for sideslip, they are not as close to ideal as are the 
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WLT responses, but they are still acceptable. It must be kept 
in mind that these are maximized responses simulating a full 
rudder pedal step Input, thus Figure 50 represents a "worse 
case." The sideslip response, most important for the FP mode, 
shows an excellent exponential rise with minimized overshoot 
and good rise time. 
r 
5.3.2.7 Dutch Ro£Z R&ituAemejit and Coupling Limct& 
Figure 51 depicts the basic Class IV, Category A, Level I 
Military Dutch Roll Requirements in graphical form. Also r 
plotted are values for the HiMAT direct side force system at 
three representative flight conditions. Referencing the time 
histories, it can be seen that all the points are well within 
the required areas. It should be noted here that the |<J>/B| 
parameter loses some of its meaning in the FP mode since side- 
slip is the controlled response. 
Section 4.2.2 of this paper contains recommended coupling 
limits for the DSF system. Those parameters that contain a nor- 
mal acceleration term, A , cannot be applied here since the 
longitudinal system is considered distinct and 1s not covered 
at all in this HiMAT DSF system design. The other applicable 
coupling limits are easily satisfied due to acceptable handling 
qualities of the HiMAT Primary Flight Control System. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A literature survey of direct side force control systems 
is performed and a system design presented for the NASA/Rockwell 
HiMAT research vehicle. 
The search is done to determine what design criteria have 
been established for direct side force control systems which are 
applicable to class IV airplanes. Major contributions from the 
McDonnell Aircraft Company, General Dynamics, Boeing, and the 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory have been summarized. The find- 
ings are discussed, compared, and used in selecting DSF design 
criteria suitable for the HiMAT RPV program. 
Three modes of DSF control are designated: wings level turn 
(WLT), fuselage pointing (FP), and lateral translation (LT). 
They are defined as: 
o WLT - Direct proportional control of lateral 
acceleration with minimum change in both 
sideslip and roll angles, 
o FP - Direct proportional control of yaw attitude 
and sideslip angle with minimum change in 
lateral flight path and roll angles, 
o LT - Direct proportional control of flight path and 
sideslip angle with minimum change in yaw 
attitude and roll angle. 
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Further definition 1s done through a set of Ideal normalized 
time responses for each mode. The HIT and FP modes appear to 
have the most practical applications. 
A major design criterion recommended for H1MAT 1s a low 
order frequency response model for the pertinent higher order 
■r system responses. For the WLT mode,the model applies to the 
lateral acceleration response, and for the FP and LT modes, It 
applies to the sideslip angle response. The form for both 
response models is the same and has the form 
K   s+a 0
 s2+26ywys+w* 
where 
a = 1.8 
Sy=1.6 
wy=2.0. 
Design limits are set at a < 4. and 6y > .3. 
A decoupled DSF system is recommended, while the following 
level I flying quality limits are set for variations from this 
ideal: 
• WLT sideslip coupling limits 
B/Ay > -2 deg/G 
No positive limit set 
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• longitudinal coupling limits 
AA /A =0.3 steady state for WLT 
AAZ/A =0.2 transient for WLT , 
AA /B = .025 G's/deg, transient and steady state 
for LT* 
• roll coupling limits^ 
0 < p/r < 8. 
The rudder pedals are suggested as the best form of cockpit 
controller since much of the piloting of class IV airplanes 
is done 'feet-on-the-floor*, and test pilots have found this 
mechanization the most natural and easy to coordinate. The 
recommended sensitivity and authority of the system is stated 
and level I flying quality limits are set. A design goal of 1.0 
G's lateral acceleration authority is included, but may be 
increased to the limits of the vehicle since pilot comfort 1s 
not a design factor with HiMAT. 
All of the above criteria are then used in designing a DSF 
system for HiMAT in the WLT and FP modes. The Rockwell designed 
lateral-directional control system is the foundation with input 
filters and interconnects to the elevons, canards, and rudders 
to achieve the desired motion. 
Initial calculations are done for a wide range of flight ( 
conditions.    These show that the vehicle's flight envelope may 
94 
be well represented by considering mach numbers .4, .8, and 
1.2,all at an altitude of 9,144 meters (30,000 feet) at an 
angle of attack of 2 degrees. The final design calculations 
are done arojund these three flight conditions. The small- 
perturbation linear equations of motion are used with no coup- 
ling considered between the lateral-directional and longitudinal 
axes. 
A direct side force system is obtained with satisfactory 
handling qualities. Only minor deviations from the recommended 
design criteria are present which arise from a determination to 
keep the system as straight-forward and as simple as possible. 
The maximum side force system capabilities for H1MAT are 
approximately 2 g's lateral acceleration for the WLT mode and 
approximately 6.6 degrees sideslip angle for the FP mode. For 
WLT, this maximum occurs around Mach 1.8 at sea level and 
decreases as speed decreases and altitude increases. For FP, 
the maximum occurs in a narrow band around mach 1.0 at high 
angles of attack with no dependence of altitude. Away from 
mach 1.0, the sideslip angle has a maximum of approximately 3 
degrees. 
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APPENDIX I 
FLIGHT PHASE CATEGORIES [3] 
Category A 
a. Air-to-ground combat (CO) 
b. Ground attack (GA) 
c. Weapon delivery/launch (WD) 
d. Aerial recovery (AR) 
e. Reconnaissance (RC) 
f. In-flight refueling (receiver) (RR) 
g. Terrain following (TF) 
h.    Antisubmarine search (AS) 
i.    Close formation flying (FF) 
Category B 
a. Climb (CL)    ' 
b. Cruise (CR) 
c. Loiter (LO) 
d. In-flight refueling (tanker) (RT) 
e. Descent (D)    .._ 
f. Emergency descent (ED) 
g. Emergency deceleration (DE) 
h. Aerial delivery (AD) 
Category C 
a. Takeoff tTO) 
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s> 
b. Catapult takeoff (CT) 
c. Approach (PA) 
d. Wave-off/go-around (WO) 
e. Landing (L) 
* 
I 
0 
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APPENDIX II 
CLASSIFICATION OF AIRPLANES [3] 
■ W" 
Class I    Small, light airplanes such as 
Light utility , 
Primary trainer 
Light observation 
Class II   Medium weight, low-to-medium maneuverability air- 
planes such as 
Heavy utility/search and rescue 
_  Light or medium transport/cargo/tanker 
Early warning/electronic countermeasures/ 
airborne command control, or communications 
relay 
Antisubmarine 
V 
Assault transport 
% 
Reconnaissance 
Tactical bomber 
Heavy attack 
Trainer forrciass II. 
ass III Large, heavy, low-to-mediur 
planes such as 
Heavy transport/cargo/tanker 
Heavy bomber 
Patrol/early warning/electronic counter- 
measures/airborne command, control, or 
communications relay 
100 
t^-. 
Trainer for Class III 
Class IV   H1gh-maneuverab1l1ty airplanes such as 
>»      Fighter/Interceptor 
Attack 
Tactical reconnaissance    & 
Observation 
Trainer for Class IV 
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APPENDIX III 
FLIGHT LEVELS [3] 
Level 1    Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission 
Flight Phase 
Level 2    Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission 
Flight Phase, but some Increase 1n pilot workload 
or degradation 1n mission effectiveness, or both, 
exists. 
Level 3    Flying qualities such that the airplane can be con- 
trolled safely, but pilot workload is excessive or 
mission effectiveness is inadequate, or both. 
Category A Flight Phases can be terminated safely, 
and Category B and C Flight Phases can be completed. 
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